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bonsai-package  bonsai: Model Wrappers for Tree-Based Models

Description


Author(s)

Maintainer: Simon Couch <simonpatrickcouch@gmail.com> (ORCID)
Authors:
  • Daniel Falbel <dfalbel@curso-r.com>
  • Athos Damiani <adamiani@curso-r.com>
  • Roel M. Hogervorst <hogervorst.rm@gmail.com> (ORCID)
  • Max Kuhn <max@rstudio.com> (ORCID)

Other contributors:
  • RStudio [copyright holder, funder]

See Also

Useful links:
  • https://bonsai.tidymodels.org/
  • https://github.com/tidymodels/bonsai
  • Report bugs at https://github.com/tidymodels/bonsai/issues
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